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Abstract
Increasingly, there are two kinds of SAS programmers in the world: those who know EBI and
those who do not. Although the latter are still better off than COBOL programmers, an exclusive
dependence on SAS DATA step programming techniques is rapidly becoming inadequate for
today’s Web-enabled world. This paper will introduce the SAS Business Intelligence Platform,
along with some of the most important EBI products, including Web-based applications like Web
Report Studio and the Information Delivery Portal, and client-side side utilities such as
Information Map Studio and the SAS Management Console. The focus will be on what these
products do and why you should know about them. Examples of each product will be presented,
along with some empirical performance metrics indicating that yes, indeed, they do work. The
intended audience includes both SAS programmers and managers who might be considering an
investment in the EBI suite.

Introduction
Traditional DATA and PROC step programming has served us well for over 30 years. Anyone
who is paying attention however will have noticed that SAS has introduced a great many products
that build on the older technologies but which provide a whole new level of functionality. The
documentation for these products consists of literally dozens of reference manuals, user guides,
white papers and road maps, not to mention the online help. It would be impossible in one brief
presentation even to list all these let alone describe them and provide examples. This paper
®
therefore will focus on just one product, SAS Enterprise BI Server, often referred to as EBI or
Enterprise Business Intelligence (http://support.sas.com/documentation/onlinedoc/entbiserver/).
Furthermore, the emphasis will be on one EBI components, SAS Information Delivery Portal 2.0,
a Web application that provides an interface to enterprise information. In addition, there are a
number of other SAS products that are required to use the portal effectively, and these will be
described in turn. Note that these are available in various bundles and of course the best
resource for identifying what might be needed for your organization is your SAS sales
representative.
EBI is an extremely complex suite of applications. Installing these components is not for the faint
of heart. It is strongly recommended that you not try it yourself, but instead get a SAS
representative to set up the servers and perform the installation. This paper assumes that you
have access to an EBI installation and that it has been properly configured and patched at your
site.
The easiest way to think about EBI, in this context is that there are (a) Web application
components that run on the mid-tier, along with (b) separate desktop client applications. The
following table lists several of the most useful:
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Mid-tier
Information Delivery Portal 2.0
Web OLAP Viewer (Visual Data Explorer)
Web Report Studio 3.1
Stored Process Web Application

Client
Management Console 9.1
OLAP Cube Studio
Information Map Studio 3.1
Enterprise Guide 4.1

Table 1. EBI Components

Not all of these are technically part of the Enterprise BI Server suite but they all work together,
and in theory should be enough to get you started.
The “mid-tier” or Web applications are JavaServer Page programs that run in a servlet container
such as Tomcat 4.1, IBM Websphere or BEA WebLogic. They also require a Web DAV
component. You can configure this yourself but SAS recommends the Xythos document
manager, and it is a lot easier to go with the default. You will also need a database management
system to store the DAV items you create; SAS supplies the PostgreSQL open source database
but you can use SQL Server, Oracle or most other database products if you wish. EBI also
requires the Open Metadata Architecture (OMA), including the Metadata server, the Object
Spawner and the OLAP server.
The client applications are also all Java programs (except for SAS Enterprise Guide) that run on
the desktop; these require the Java Runtime Environment (JRE). Note that the SAS supported
versions currently are deprecated and are definitely not the most recent ones. This may change
when 9.2 is released early next year, but for the time being you must use the SAS recommended
versions of Tomcat 4.1 and the JRE 1.4.1.
Logically enough, the gateway to information delivery with EBI is the SAS Information Delivery
Portal (http://support.sas.com/rnd/web/portal/ doc2/tour/ tour_overview.html). This is a Java Web
application that provides a customizable interface to a variety of content including Information
Maps, Stored Processes, publication channels and packages, Web reports, text documents,
syndication channels, and links to URLs. In other words, pretty much anything that can be
displayed on a Web page can be supported in the portal.
The Web OLAP Viewer comes in two flavors, depending on the architecture. The SAS OLAP
Viewer for Java is a Web application that provides a Web interface for viewing and exploring
OLAP data (http://www.sas.com/technologies/ bi/ query_reporting/webolapviewer/). The SAS
Web OLAP Viewer for .NET is an ASP.NET application that runs on Microsoft Internet Information
Server. The two interfaces look the same; they just provide cross-platform versus proprietary
access.
SAS Web Report Studio is a Java application for constructing SAS reports
http://www.sas.com/technologies/bi/query_reporting/webreportstudio/). Extremely complex
reports including tables and charts can be created by users with no Java programming skills,
simply by using a standard point-and-click interface. Along with Web report Studio, SAS supplies
the SAS Web Report Viewer to display the resulting reports in the Portal.
The SAS Stored Process Web Application is a Java program that can execute SAS stored
processes and return the results to a Web browser.
(http://support.sas.com/rnd/itech/doc9/dev_guide/stprocess/stpwebapp.html). The Stored Process
Web Application is similar to the SAS/IntrNet Application Broker and has been described in
previous papers as “SAS/IntrNet on steroids”. Strictly speaking it is part of the SAS Web
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Infrastructure Kit, a component of SAS Integration Technologies, but it is used in the Information
Delivery Portal for displaying stored process output.
SAS Management Console is a desktop client program used to set up data sources and users,
handle authentication and authorization, and many other functions
(http://support.sas.com/documentation/whatsnew/91x/mcugwhatsnew913.htm). As the
documentation indicates, it can be used to manage the following resources:









server definitions
library definitions
user definitions
resource access controls
metadata repositories
SAS licenses
job schedules
XML maps

SAS Management Console is required for any BI Server installation.
SAS OLAP Cube Studio, as the name suggests, is used to create Online Analytical Processing
(OLAP) cubes (http://support.sas.com/onlinedoc/913/getDoc/en/bidsag.hlp/a003137964.htm). It
is just a GUI interface to PROC OLAP, and provides the same functionality. You do not have to
have cubes to use the portal, but it definitely helps. A cube is essentially the output of PROC
SUMMARY, with some additional features that allow for drill down. The a significant benefit to
using pre-summarized data is that performance is greatly enhanced over PROC SQL on rowlevel data.
SAS Information Map Studio is GUI interface for creating information maps from cubes or
underlying tables (http://support.sas.com/documentation/ onlinedoc/ims/). If the data source is
SAS tables (as opposed to cubes) you can specify joins. The idea is that complex views of the
data can be constructed by business users with no knowledge of SQL. The Information Map
Studio product parallels PROC INFOMAPS in many respects but the two are not identical; the
GUI product has much more functionality.
Finally, SAS Enterprise Guide is a Microsoft Windows-only product that is an interactive data
exploration and analysis tool (http://www.sas.com/technologies/ bi/query_reporting/guide/). While
it is not a part or EBI, it is extremely useful for exploring cubes and building stored processes.
The big advantage of EG over the old SAS Display Manager is that the latter only works on the
local server, while EG has the capability to run jobs remotely, an essential capability for an EBI
site.

Java Web Applications
The EBI Web applications run in a Java servlet container. This is similar to a Web server such as
Apache or Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS), except that it can support dynamic
content such as the output from SAS programs. The servlet engine runs in the “mid-tier”, that is,
between the client and the SAS application server where the Metadata Server and Object
Spawner are running.
The most common servlet engine is Apache Tomcat from the Apache Software Foundation. This
is an open source product, freely available via download from http://tomcat.apache.org/. The
current version is Tomcat 6.0, but SAS only supports the earlier 4.1 release. Java Web
containers are also available from Sun, IBM and BEA, as well as several other open source
products.
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Figure 1. Tomcat Web Application Manager

The Java Servlet architecture is based on the concept of Web Applications, which are packages
that contain HTML, Java servlets and/or JavaServer pages and various configuration files. To
manage these, Tomcat provides an application called, logically enough, the Tomcat Web
Application Manager. The output of this application is shown in Figure 1. The URL for this page is
http://<server:portnum>/manager/html/ where server is the name of the mid-tier server and
portnum is the TCP port; for Tomcat this is usually 8080. The EBI applications shown include the
Portal, the Stored Process Web Application, Web Report Studio and Web Report Viewer and the
Web OLAP Viewer, along with BI Dashboard, Preferences, and the default Theme, which are
covered in the SAS documentation but not discussed in this paper.
The remainder of this paper provides more detail and examples of each of these products.

SAS Information Delivery Portal
A Web portal is a single point of access to information from a variety of sources. Portals provide a
single point of signon and unified access to and control of enterprise information systems. A
familiar example of a Web portal is Yahoo. Portals are comprised of portlets, user interface
components that provide fragments of markup code that are integrated into a portal page.
The main advantage of a portal is that it provides a customizable interface that can be tailored to
a single specific user. The SAS Information Delivery Portal is an example of this concept; the
product is designed to allow you to create an individualized Web site that contains just the
content you have selected. It should be noted, however, that most SAS Information Delivery
Portals sites are not used in this way. It very quickly became clear that this SAS product could be
4
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used to develop dynamic web sites to surface information to groups of users. Unfortunately, the
software was not designed to make this very easy. The default assumption is that the pages will
be viewed by only a single user. You are going to have to jump through some hoops to make it
work as an enterprise information delivery system.
The default home page for SAS Information Delivery Portal is the Public Kiosk, as shown in
Figure 2:

Figure 2. SAS Information Delivery Portal

The URL for this page is http://<server:portnum>/Portal/main.do; alternately you can go straight to
the login screen to access your content. Once logged in, you can add pages. Initially the new
pages are empty. After adding a page, you need to edit the content to add portlets, as shown
below:

Figure 3. Information Delivery Portal: Edit page content
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The page referenced above contains a single portlet, called “Sample”. Clicking on “Add Portlets”
allows you to add one or more portlets; some of these (shown in Figure 3) are supplied by SAS
or if you are an experienced Java programmer you can create your own portlet types. At a
minimum you need to give the portlet a name, which will be displayed on the portal page.

Figure 4. Add portlets to page

The resulting portlet is available only to the user who created it. As noted above, the assumption
is that you are the only one who will be looking at the data. You can set various levels of security,
down to the row level, so that different users can see different versions of the portal.
In order to share the page, you must create a user group in SAS Management Console and then
make yourself the content administrator for the group. The details of this are beyond the scope of
this presentation, but some help is available in the section “Configure a Group Content
Administrator” in the SAS® 9.1.3 Intelligence Platform Web Application Administration Guide, 2nd
Ed. (http://support.sas.com/ documentation/configuration/biwaag.pdf); careful study of this
document is essential for anyone wanting to administer the BI Server suite. This document also
includes sections on configuring Web Report Studio and the OLAP Web Viewer. In addition, you
should be conversant with the SAS® 9.1.3 Intelligence Platform Security Administration Guide,
nd
2 . Ed. (http://support.sas.com/ documentation/configuration/bisecag.pdf), which as the title
suggests covers security administration for your site.
Obviously, there is a lot more to the Portal than can be shown in this example. There is a good
demo of the Portal interface available on the SAS technical support site, with different examples
of the kinds of content that can be displayed. This presentation will look at two types of content
that are extremely useful: Web Reports and the Visual Data Explorer.

SAS Web Report Studio
For many users, the most common content will consist of SAS reports. These are dynamic views
of a SAS Information Map (see the section on SAS Information Map Studio below for more
information about maps). Once an Information Map has been constructed, it can be displayed as
a table or chart (or both) as a report. Web Reports are created using SAS Web Report Studio,
which as noted is a “mid-tier” application that runs in a servlet container, that is, as a Web
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program. You do not need to have anything installed on your desktop except for Internet Explorer
versions 6 or 7 (don’t try it in Firefox or Opera!)
The link to the login page is http://<server:portnum>/SASWebReportStudio/ webreportstudio.jsp.
Note that this is a JavaServer Page. Once logged in, you are given two choices, either to open an
existing report or create a new one.

Figure 5. SAS Web Report Studio

Selecting Report from the page menu bar allows you either to create the report manually, use a
wizard, or utilize an existing organization template. Note that you can also export the report to
Excel, schedule it to be run at specific times, or distribute via any one of a number of subscription
channels. The menu choice Edit Report allows you to manage the content of the report, as
expected, but a limited amount of edit capability is also included in the View Report selection.
For example, you can change the variables that are displayed with a simple point-and-click
interface.
The dataset used for the examples is SASHELP.SHOES, supplied by default with the SAS
installation disks. For this presentation, it was necessary first to create a cube, using OLAP Cube
Studio, and then an Information Map of the cube with Information Map Studio. Although the Web
OLAP Viewer can access either cubes or maps, Web Report Studio can only use information
maps.
To create a new report, you need at a minimum to select an information map as the data source
and then drag and drop report widgets onto the page. There are a variety of components
available, including crosstabulation tables, color mapped tables, and line, bar and pie charts.
More than one component can be added to the page, so for example you can have a table and
the corresponding graph displayed side-by-side.
Web reports also allow data to be displayed in tabs, called sections. Each section can have its
own data source, so that it is possible in a single report to include information from several
7
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different maps. The report illustrated only has a single section, but Web Report Studio provides a
simple way of copying pages to new sections so that they can be customized. For example, it
would be possible to have a tab for “Overall” values, and then by using filters (“where” clauses for
you old folks), each section could display the same report for a subset of the data.
For more information about Web Report Studio, see the Web Report Studio 3.1: User's Guide
(http://support.sas.com/documentation/onlinedoc/wrs/ug31.pdf).

SAS Web OLAP Viewer
As noted above, the OLAP Viewer can use several different types of data sources, either cubes,
maps or Data Explorations (see below). The advantage of the OLAP Viewer, as shown in Figure
6 is the ability to “slice and dice” data using the Visual Data Explorer.
Available items are all those in the source data; selected items are those chosen for display using
the Add and Remove buttons. (Note that Web Report Viewer also allows you to select fields from
the data source, using a completely different point and click interface). Two kinds of elements can
be selected: dimensions, or class variables, and measures, the continuous variables. Each of
these can be displayed as row elements, columns, or slicers, which must be measures. Using this
simple interface, it is possible to display n-way tabulations and graphs of the underlying cube.

Figure 6. SAS Web OLAP Viewer for Java

Once a particular collection of elements have been selected from a data source, it is possible to
save the view as a Data Exploration. What is more, one Data Exploration can contain several
Bookmarks, which are just saved views of a particular data source. A Data Exploration is saved
by default in the user’s home folder in the metadata. It is possible, however, to save a data
exploration in a shared space, where some or all of the users of a site can access it.
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SAS Web Stored Process Web Application
SAS Stored Processes are just “canned” SAS programs that are registered in the metadata. They
can be viewed in various ways, including Enterprise Guide, the Stored Process Web Application,
and the SAS Add-in for Microsoft Office. Any kind of ODS output can be displayed by a Stored
Process. The example shown in Figure 7 is one supplied with the installation disks.

Figure 7. SAS Stored Process Web Application

You can add a stored process to a Collection Portlet for display in the Portal, which then uses the
Stored Process Web Application to show the result. The advantage of stored processes is that
you can supply run-time parameters. These are nothing more than macro variables; use the
macro variable in the SAS code, save the stored process, and then supply values for the
variables when you run it. Typically these are utilized for “where” statements to subset the data.

SAS Management Console
All four of the applications discussed so far have run in the servlet container. The remainder of
the products discussed in this presentation are client applications. They can be installed on the
server, but it is more usual for them to be run from the users’ desktop. Through the magic of
TCP/IP, it does not matter where the server is located as long as the client can access it.
Foremost among these desktop applications is the SAS Management Console, illustrated in
Figure 8. SAS Management Console has many uses, but for the EBI developer the most
important of these are the BI Manager, the Data Library Manager, and the User Manager. These
plug-ins are used to configure authorization and authentication for the site, and are something of
a black art. Your best friend is the security and web administration documentation, and of course
your SAS installation guru.
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Figure 8. SAS Management Console

SAS OLAP Cube Studio
A second general purpose utility is OLAP Cube Studio, used to create OLAP cubes. As noted,
cubes are not exclusive to EBI but they are a common way to surface information. The OLAP
Cube Studio is a point-and-click GUI interface to construct cube definitions and add them to the
metadata.
Cubes are n-way aggregation of data. Each variable in a cube is either a dimension or a
measure. By analogy with PROC SUMMARY, dimensions are the class variables, used for the
aggregation. Measures are the continuous variables. Most of the statistics available from PROC
SUMMARY can be added to a cube, such as means, sums, standards errors, and so forth.
What makes cubes different is the concept of a hierarchy. You can specify a nested series of
dimensions, such as region/state/zip or department/project, and SAS will allow drill-down
capability to display the nested categories. The example cube shown in Figure 9 provides this
capability to the level of the individual observation, but it is possible to restrict drill down just to
categories of data such as region and subsidiary.
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Figure 9. SAS OLAP Cube Studio

The OLAP Cube Studio can be used to write SAS batch code, which can optionally be saved to a
folder on the user’s system. There is no difference between running this code in batch or using
the OLAP Cube Studio to run it. For the example, the program to construct the cube is as follows
(reformatted slightly for clarity):
PROC OLAP DATA=sashelp.shoes
DRILLTHROUGH_TABLE=sashelp.shoes
CUBE=shoes PATH="c:/data/samples"
DESCRIPTION="Shoe sales by region";
METASVR host="<host-name>" port=8561 protocol=bridge
userid="<sas-user>" pw="<password>"
repository="Foundation"
olap_schema="SASMain - OLAP Schema";
DIMENSION reg_sub
HIERARCHIES=(reg_sub )
CAPTION='Region/subsidiary'
DESC='Subsidiary by region'
SORT_ORDER=ASCENDING;

HIERARCHY reg_sub ALL_MEMBER='All reg_sub'
LEVELS=( Region Subsidiary )
CAPTION='reg_sub' DEFAULT;
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LEVEL Subsidiary
CAPTION='Subsidiary'
SORT_ORDER=ASCENDING;
LEVEL Region
CAPTION='Region'
SORT_ORDER=ASCENDING;
DIMENSION prod
HIERARCHIES=(prod )
CAPTION='Product'
SORT_ORDER=ASCENDING ;
HIERARCHY prod ALL_MEMBER='All prod'
LEVELS=( Product )
CAPTION='product' DEFAULT;
LEVEL Product
CAPTION='Product'
SORT_ORDER=ASCENDING;
MEASURE Sales
STAT=SUM
COLUMN=Sales
CAPTION='Sum of Sales'
FORMAT=DOLLAR12.
DEFAULT
;
MEASURE Returns
STAT=SUM
COLUMN=Returns
CAPTION='Sum of Returns'
FORMAT=DOLLAR12.
;
MEASURE Inventory
STAT=SUM
COLUMN=Inventory
CAPTION='Sum of Inventory'
FORMAT=DOLLAR12.
;
MEASURE Stores
STAT=SUM
COLUMN=Stores
CAPTION='Sum of Stores'
FORMAT=12.
;
AGGREGATION Region Subsidiary Product/ NAME='Default';
RUN;
The code illustrates the basic structure of the cube, and how it is constructed via PROC OLAP.
The initial statement specifies the name of the cube, the location of the source (which MUST be
registered in the metadata), where the cube is to be stored and a description. The user is allowed
to drill down to the level of the rows of the table.
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The METASVR statement specifies the connection to the metadata server that will be stored to
store the cube.
There are two DIMENSION statements, each followed by a HIERARCHY statement and one or
more LEVEL statements.
There are four measures, and for each the required statistic is the sum over the class variables.
Finally, the AGGREGATION statement, the equivalent of a PROC SUMMARY class statement,
indicates the desired levels of aggregation.
Running this program from the command line on the server or from within Enterprise Guide will
construct the cube, or you can use the OLAP Cube Stdio itself to submit the code.

SAS Information Map Studio
Once the cube has been constructed, if you want to use it in Web Report Studio you need to
create an Information Map. Maps can be based on cubes, or optionally one or more joined tables.
In the latter case, a relationships tab is used to specify the required joins. In Figure 10 the map
shown is simply the cube structure with no additional fields.
It is possible to use Information Map Studio to create new expressions, that is, new variables not
present in the input data. These must be aggregations however. There is no way in a map to
copy a source field. If the map is not an aggregation, you have to fool it by specifying a sum
statistic, where of course there is only one observation in each category.

Figure 10. SAS Information Map Studio
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As noted above, the idea of EBI is that a business analyst can construct reports using a GUI,
without being familiar with the details of SAS batch commands or SQL statements. In fact, this is
not how it is usually done. Most SAS programmers will find it easier to specify the structure of the
maps and cubes using code, rather than the GUI. Unfortunately, unlike the OLAP Cube Studio,
Information Map Studio provides functionality that is not available in a batch program.
For the example shown, it is possible to construct the map using something like the following
code.
%MACRO mapper(cube=,mapname=);
PROC INFOMAPS
METAUSER="&userid"
METAPASS="&pw"
METAPORT=8561
METASERVER="&host"
METAREPOSITORY=Foundation
MAPPATH="&infomap_path" ;
%* if map exists, delete it;
DELETE INFOMAP "&mapname";
%* create new map from cube;
OPEN INFOMAP "&mapname";
%* add all of the variables in the cube to the map;
INSERT DATASOURCE
SASSERVER="SASMain"
CUBE="&olap_schema"."&cube"
_ALL_;
%* don't forget to save the resulting map;
SAVE;
RUN;
%MEND mapper;
This program uses PROC INFOMAPS to construct the map. If the map exists, the program will
fail, so the first step is to delete on if it is there. If it is not, this statement has no effect. The OPEN
INFOMAP statement create a new map, while the INSERT DATASOURCE _ALL_ indicates that
the map should have a one to one correspondence to the cube. Note that the source must be
registered in the metadata. Finally it is important to save the map to the metadata.
The problem is that PROC INFOMAPS uses a different MDX engine than the Information Map
Studio, so there are some things that can be done in the latter that are not possible in batch. It
usually only takes a moment to create a map, so you may as well use the GUI, not matter how
dedicated you may be to SAS batch programming.
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SAS Enterprise Guide
All of the applications described so far are written in Java and run on any SAS supported
platform. Enterprise Guide, however, as is well known, is a MS Windows only product. Most
people just assume EG is a replacement for the Display Manager, but in fact it is considerably
more powerful, since it is not restricted to running jobs locally. If the remote server is registered
with the metadata you can prepare all your batch code locally on the client and then run it on the
server.
The other cool thing you can do with EG is to view cubes. Figure 11 illustrates the sample shoes
cube in EG, along with the capabilities of drill-down and slice and dice. Before surfacing the cube
to the Web in the OLAP viewer or using a Web report, it is extremely useful to be able to look at
the cube and verify that in fact it has been set up successfully.

Figure 11. SAS Enterprise Guide

Metrics
The obvious question then is how well does all this stuff work? The following examples were run
on a Dell PowerEdge server with dual Intel 2.33 GHz Xeon processors and 4 GB RAM. While this
is a modestly powerful system, it is by no means a supercomputer. You should expect to get
similar results in your environment.
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A 6-way aggregation using PROC OLAP on 598,000 records took about 4 minutes. Once the
cube was created, loading the data into the OLAP Web Viewer took only a few seconds. The
Visual Data Explorer was able to display multiple views virtually instantaneously.
The largest cube tested was an 11-way aggregation where one of the dimensions had 188 levels
and the others cardinality anywhere between 5 and 25 levels. The cube has about 14 million
rows. The longest it took to load into the Web Viewer was about 15 seconds. Once loaded, the
cube could be sliced into various n-way views in less than 5 seconds.
Although response time is important, the more crucial resource is development time. Over the
course of a six-week project, it was possible for an relatively experienced developer (me) to
create a dozen cubes and nearly 500 Web reports, using the tools available in the BI Server
suite. The client was happy with the result, and I was very happy that the client was happy. I do
not believe this experience was unique; with a little practice and a lot of study you too can
achieve similar results.

Conclusion
So yes, it does work, most of the time. It would be disingenuous to say that it was easy however.
The most important thing is to get the installation right, and in particular, to set up the security
correctly. If you have problems, they are going to be about permissions. SAS Technical Support
is pretty good about helping, but your responsibility is to be familiar with the available
documentation. SAS BI Server is a large and complex application, and the relatively few
developers with experience in these applications can stay quite busy, thank you. While traditional
DATA and PROC step programming will accomplish much of what you need, the extended
capabilities of EBI will allow your organization to move into the new millennium with state-of-the
art Web reporting capabilities.
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